
We’re Going to Bangladesh – Now What? 

Teacher and School not available 

Grade Level (Req.): 9th-12th 
grade 

Content Area (Req.): Geography Unit (Opt.):   

Connections to Other Disciplines (Opt.): 
•   
•   
•   

Time Frame (Req.): 1-2 class 
periods 
 

Goal (Req.): Students will know the aspects of traveling abroad. 
 
Objective (Req.): Students will find out the entry requirements for 
the country of Bangladesh. Students will learn how to properly 
complete passport and visa application forms. Students will identify 
the need for vaccinations/immunizations and other medical 
treatment recommended for travelers to Bangladesh. Students will 
know how to find entry requirements for all countries and will be 
able to identify the process to be taken to get to any country in the 
world. 

Materials Needed (Req.): 
• Short video on Bangladesh (see list in 

resources) 
• Photograph of or a sample passport to 

share with students; passport application 
forms, one for each student 

• Sample Visa application; Bangladesh visa 
application forms, one for each student 

• Mock passport template; mock 
Bangladesh visa template 

• Internet access for passport information 
and entry requirements for various 
countries; Internet access for exploration 
into passport applications under special 
circumstances (i.e. under age 14, renewal 
of passport, non-citizen, etc.) 

• Camera, preferably digital, and technology 
for transferring photos from camera to 
computer and capability to print 

• Access to school nurse and immunization 
records for each student and/or for 
discussion of health warnings for travel in 
Bangladesh (optional); mosquito bed net 
and permethrin (optional) 

New Vocabulary (Opt.): 
•   
•   
•   
•   
•   

Anticipatory Set/Introduction [Inquiry Question is required] (Req.): What are the entry requirements for 
the country of Bangladesh? 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Instructional Sequence/Procedure (Req.):  
1. (Optional) Show a video on Bangladesh – no longer than 5 minutes in length. 
2. Ask, “Where is Bangladesh?” Ask someone in the classroom to find it on a map or globe. 
3. Ask, “How do we get there?” WE MOST LIKELY FLY. Ask, “Is that all it takes to get there?” We 

don’t need an answer at this time. Students may or may not know of the need for a passport. 
Move on to Step 4. 

4. Display a picture of a passport on the classroom wall – through computer projection or 
overhead projection. Perhaps bring to the classroom a copy of instructor’s own passport. Ask 
students how many have passports, what is a passport, why does one need a passport, and 
where and how does one get one? Discuss the answers – A PASSPORT IS AN INTERNATIONALLY 
RECOGNIZED TRAVEL DOCUMENT THAT VERIFIES THE IDENTIFY AND NATIONALITY OF THE 
BEARER. A VALID U.S. PASSPORT IS REQUIRED TO ENTER AND LEAVE MOST FOREIGN 
COUNTRIES. ONLY THE U.S. DEPARTMENT OF STATE HAS THE AUTHORITY TO GRANT, ISSUE, OR 
VERIFY UNITED STATES PASSPORTS. RECENT CHANGES IN U.S.LAW NOW REQUIRE PASSPORTS 
FOR TRAVELERS RETURNING FROM MEXICO AND CANADA. 

5. Tell the students they will not only study the county of Bangladesh (and others this term?), but 
they will actually prepare for travel to the country, beginning with obtaining a passport. 
Distribute passport applications with the assumption that all are U.S. citizens at least 16 years 
old who will need passports for the first time. Discuss the need for different forms for those who 
fall into different categories. Work with individuals with special needs as desired. Perhaps obtain 
actual forms needed for students with special circumstances. For those students who already 
have passports, one can offer them the opportunity to complete a renewal form in anticipation 
of someday renewing the passport if they do not want to complete the form presented to the 
other students in the classroom. 

6. Walk through the application details briefly and allow students time to complete the 
applications in small groups, with a partner, or individually. Stress the importance of 
thoroughness and neatness on this application, making a comparison to the completion of job 
applications. 

7. Have students exchange applications with peers. Ask peers to check for accuracy and 
completion. Return applications to owners for possible editing. Collect applications. 

8. Address the need for passport photos. Research where in your community (county courthouse?) 
one is able to get passport photos. Perhaps bring in an expert in the field to talk to students or 
take a field trip to a passport photo center. In the event that an expert photographer is not 
available to volunteer to take the students’ photos, do set up a passport photo center in the 
room and take student photos. 

9. Address the need for fees to be paid – tease the students that of course, the school will waive 
the fees for these students today. 

10. Instructor will prepare mock passports for students (or set up a committee of students to work 
on this) for distribution the next class period. 

11. Assign students to answer the question, “What are the entry requirements for the country of 
Bangladesh?” 

12. Distribute mock passports to students Day 2. 
13. Students should have discovered that the entry requirement of the country is a valid visa. 

Complete visa applications in class. Collect visa applications with passports and more copies of 
passport photos, as required. 

14. Instructor will stamp a mock visa into the mock passports (or set up a committee of students to 
work on this). Re-distribute the mock passports with mock visas. 

15. (Optional) Ask school nurse to provide copies of current immunizations/vaccinations records for 
students or to lead students through the process of completing a record of the same for their 
own personal use. 

16. (Optional) Visit the Center for Disease Control website for current health information for 
travelers to specific countries. A health care professional can assist in interpretation of the 
information at this website. Instructors will not be equipped to offer personal advice to 



individuals except to state what is written here – immunizations should be up-to-date and 
certain immunizations are recommended, a visit to a medical travel specialist is highly 
recommended, and anti-malarial and anti-diarrhea drugs are recommended. Further exploration 
into health concerns is optional.  

17. (Optional) Instructor may want to help students prepare current immunization records for safe-
keeping in mock-passports. 

18. (Optional) Instructor may want to display mosquito netting and demonstrate the use of 
permethrin for use in treating fabric with an insecticide against mosquitoes. 

19. Students will now be prepared for travel to and study in Bangladesh. 
20. Extensions: This lesson could be the introduction to a semester course in world geography; with 

passport in hand, prior to studying each individual country, the students could research the 
need for immunizations/vaccinations and the process for obtaining visas, etc; it will be 
interesting to note that some of the countries studied during the term may not be allowing 
entrance by foreigners. Continue the simulation with the simulated purchase of airline tickets to 
the country for the specific dates of study; possibly include the participation of a local travel 
agent for this part of the course. Encourage students to make a list of items to pack for travel in 
Bangladesh; instructor could demonstrate packing; travel agent could demonstrate packing; 
students could pack both check-in and carry-on bags. Entire course can be taught by simulation, 
with students traveling from country to country; students can take on different roles – tourist, 
family, visitor, student, business investor, relief worker, etc; students can have various 
assignments for each country, depending on their roles – develop brochures, prepare a slide 
show, make a scrapbook, present relevant information for a business proposal, report on relief, 
etc. Students could complete passport and visa applications and pay the required fees in 
preparation for an actual trip. Students could use the Internet, textbooks, guidebooks, and 
brochures to develop a two-week tour of the country of Bangladesh. Students could research 
admission requirements to other countries of interest and report back, completing required 
forms and/or outlining the process for acquiring permission to travel. Students could actually 
apply for study and/or research in another country and pursue completion of all applications 
and processes. Remediation: Completed mock passports with mock visas can be handed to 
students unable to complete applications. 

Formative Evaluation (Req.): Class participation 
and discussion. Will the students be able to 
identify the process for finding entry requirements 
for any country in the world? 
 
 

Assessment (Req.): Accurate completion of both 
the passport and visa applications. (Optional) 
Accurate completion of up-to-date immunization 
records. 

Iowa Core Curriculum Standards Used (Req.): 
• Geography, grade 9-12: Understand the use of geographic tools to locate and analyze 

information about people, places, and environments. 
• Geography, grade 9-12: Understand how physical and human characteristics create and define 

regions. 
• Employability Skills (21st Century Skills), grade 9-12: Demonstrate productivity and 

accountability by meeting high expectations. 
• Health Literacy (21st Century Skills), grade 9-12: Demonstrate functional health literacy skills to 

obtain, interpret, understand and use basic health concepts to enhance personal, family and 
community health. 

• Health Literacy (21st Century Skills), grade 3-5: Recognize that media and other influences affect 
personal, family and community health. 

•   
•   
•   
•   
•   



 

 

 

Common Core Curriculum Standards Used (Opt.): 
•   
•   
•   
•   
•   

NGS Standards Used (Req.): 
• How to analyze the spatial organizations of people, places, and environments on Earth’s surface 
• The physical and human characteristics of places 
•   
•   
•   
•   
•   
•   
•   
•   

Five Themes of Geography Used (Req.): 
• Place 
• Human-Environmental Interaction 
•   
•   
•   

School District Standards and Benchmarks (Opt.): 
•   
•   
•   

21st Century Universal Constructs (Opt.): Productivity and Accountability 

Other Disciplinary Standards (Opt.): 
•   
•   
•   
•   
•   

Other Essential Information (Opt.):       
 
Other Resources (Opt.): 

• Need to attach the long list of resources 
•   
•   
•   



Resources: 

Online Videos— 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BibfmiNgI9A 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=abxkk0aeqvc 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8FoAeErBBms 
http://www.metacafe.com/watch/517481/bangladesh_theme_song/ 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h54N8VEmsr4 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2FPOY2KG-e4 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c4zeRfcECog 
http://www.ashepherdsbushmaneatsfromacan.co.uk/ricewomen.wmv 
http://www.ashepherdsbushmaneatsfromacan.co.uk/riceman.wmv 
http://www.ashepherdsbushmaneatsfromacan.co.uk/tea.wmv 
http://www.ashepherdsbushmaneatsfromacan.co.uk/dhaka.wmv 
http://www.ashepherdsbushmaneatsfromacan.co.uk/ship.wmv 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZH6UvSO67DI 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lab875pivts 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5sPljCcLcio 

Discover Bangladesh 2 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X_W89jtottI&mode=related&search= 

Discover Bangladesh 1 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MuL_ZeXobdw 
 
Bangladesh Tourism 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o4y4E03DNoE&mode=related&search= 
 
Patriotic Warid Commercial 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Uou47KC63hw 

George Harrison’s Bangladesh— 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jZZ96J_PVbk&mode=related&search= 
http://travel.state.gov/passport/passport_1738.html 
http://www.state.gov/documents/organization/79955.pdf 
http://travel.state.gov/travel/cis_pa_tw/cis/cis_1765.html 
http://www.mofa.gov.bd/visaform.pdf 
http://www.bangladoot.org/Visa%20form.pdf 
http://wwwn.cdc.gov/travel/destinationList.aspx 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Divisions_of_Bangladesh 
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Bangladesh Crisis  (www.concertforbangladesh.com)  

By August 1971, when George Harrison, Ravi Shankar, and friends took the stage 
at Madison Square Garden to play the Concert for Bangladesh, 10 million East 
Pakistani refugees had fled over the border into India with scant hope of surviving 
inevitable hunger and disease.  

Up to that point, little public attention had been drawn to the crisis in East 
Pakistan/Bangladesh. Few people outside the region knew how the deadly 
catastrophe had come to be, or what individuals who cared could do to help relieve 
the suffering.  

The events leading to Pakistan 's refugee crisis had started with that nation's birth 
in 1947 and with the decision by local authorities, and the departing British, to 
carve the sub-continent's Muslim regions from predominantly Hindu India. The 
result was the creation of two distinct provincial territories, West and East Pakistan 
, with more than 1,000 miles of India dividing them.  

It wasn't just geography that split Pakistan 's two "wings." These two Pakistans 
could not have been more different, separated also by race, culture, and language. 
Urdu was the dominant language of West Pakistan . Bengla was spoken in the East. 
And although the East Bengalis outnumbered the Pakistanis in the west, political 
and economic power was centered in West Pakistan .  

Eventually, conditions placed the East Pakistanis in a position to change the 
balance of power.  

Promising to end dictatorship and introduce democracy, General Agha Muhammad 
Yahya Khan came to power in 1969. The general appeared to make good on his 
pledge when free elections, the first in Pakistan ’s history, were held toward the 
end of the following year.  

The outcome of the voting, however, came as a blow to the West Pakistani 
leadership. The Awami People's League of Bangladesh had won an overwhelming 
victory, capturing a majority of Pakistan ’s legislative seats. It appeared that the 
Awami party had been mandated to create Pakistan 's first democratic government.  

But the regime in the West refused to allow the transfer of power to East Pakistan . 
In March, 1971, the order was issued to eliminate opposition to West Pakistan 's 
dominance.  

To this day no one knows how many were killed in the conflict that followed. 
Estimates range from several hundred thousand to three million.  

The fleeing refugees who had survived the violence in their homeland were now 
threatened by starvation, lack of sanitation, cholera, and other deadly illnesses. 

http://www.concertforbangladesh.com/


Combined with these perils was a season of natural disaster in the form of 
destructive floods. Predictably, most of the victims succumbing to the hardship 
were children.  

The Indian Government estimated the cost of caring for the refugees at $1 million 
a day. Foreign aid provided only a fraction of the desperately needed food, 
equipment, and medicine. It was in this dramatic context that George Harrison, 
Ravi Shankar, and their fellow musicians decided to rally worldwide support for 
relief efforts in Bangladesh -- thereby averting an even greater humanitarian 
disaster. 

August 1, 2006 marked the 35th anniversary of George Harrison's historic Concert 
for Bangladesh, which pioneered the all-star rock concert benefit model. In 1971, 
Harrison staged two concerts at New York's Madison Square Garden that brought 
together a star-studded cast of musicians—Ravi Shankar, Bob Dylan, Eric Clapton, 
Ringo Starr, Leon Russell and Billy Preston—to alert the world to the plight of the 
Bangladeshi people.  

With the lyrics "Now I'm asking all of you, help us save some lives," George 
Harrison turned music in to a political and social force.  

In 1971, the pioneering former Beatle, hearing Ravi Shankar's distress, used his 
fame and the power of music to organize the Concert for Bangladesh. At that time, 
the country was ravaged by floods, famine and civil war, which left 10 million 
people — mostly women and children — fleeing their homes.  

Harrison set the precedent that music could be used to serve a higher cause.  The 
Concert for Bangladesh was one of the most ambitious humanitarian efforts in 
rock music history. It produced an extraordinary contribution for UNICEF, 
exceeding $15 million. Perhaps more importantly, the concert focused global 
attention on the crisis in Bangladesh and raised the consciousness of other 
musicians and millions of their young fans to a new awareness of UNICEF and its 
role in the developing world.  

The George Harrison Fund for UNICEF is a joint venture between the 
Harrison family and the U.S. Fund for UNICEF that aims to support 
UNICEF programs providing lifesaving assistance to children caught in 
humanitarian emergencies.  

Every year, UNICEF identifies countries and territories suffering from the results 
of civil conflict, natural disaster and poverty — countries where children are 
vulnerable to malnutrition, disease, exploitation and abuse. As with  Bangladesh in 
the 1970s, many of these emergencies are still virtually ignored by the media and 
critically underfunded.  



In the tradition established by George Harrison and Ravi Shankar, The George 
Harrison Fund for UNICEF will continue to support UNICEF programs in 
Bangladesh while expanding its influence to include other countries in crisis where 
children are at risk.    

Bangladesh performed by George Harrison  

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Passport 

http://www.uni.edu/gai/Bangladesh/LessonPlans/Bangladesh.mp3


 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 

   

 



  

  

PASSPORT 

 

United States 

of America 

  

  

 
EMBASSY OF THE 

PEOPLES 
REPUBLIC OF 
BANGLADESH 

WASHINGTON, DC 

Number of Visa 
______________________
______ 

Type of Visa 
______________________
________ 

Date of Issue 
______________________
________ 

Date of Expiry 
______________________
_______ 

Number of journey 
permitted 
__________________ 

______________________



__________________ 

Authorized duration of 
each stay 
_______________ 

Provided the passport 
remains valid. 

Visa Officer 

 

VISA 
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